
Abstract
Two different DNA-based techniques viz, randomly
amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) and simple
sequence repeat (SSR) markers were used to esti-
mate genetic diversity among bread wheat. A total of
188 clear and repeatable bands were amplified from
17 selected RAPD primers, and 101 fragments were
detected from 35 SSR primer pairs. The level of poly-
morphism was 88% with RAPDs compared to 100%
with SSRs. Mean genetic similarity was estimated to
be 0.88 based on RAPDs and 0.85 using SSRs. The
wide range of genetic similarity was obtained by SSR
than RAPD, reflecting the hypervariability of SSR
markers and their high resolution power. Matrix corre-
lation analyses suggested that a good representation
of the relationships among the bread wheat
cultivars/lines can be obtained by using RAPDs alone
or in combination with SSRs, but SSRs alone cannot
be used for this purpose. Both techniques discriminat-
ed the genotypes very effectively. On the hand,
RAPDs were able to discriminate the cultivars Alvand
and Ghods, whereas the cultivars Sardari and Ghods
were discriminated only by SSRs. The use of PCR-
based assays having advantage of being quick, easy
to use and refractory to many environmental influ-
ences can complement traditional methods of
germplasm characterization. 
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INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of genetic diversity among adapted culti-
vars or elite breeding materials has a significant impact
on the improvement of crop plants. It can be obtained
from pedigree analysis, morphological traits or using
molecular markers (Pejic et al., 1998). 

Molecular markers provide the best estimate of
genetic diversity since they are independent of the con-
founding effects of environmental factors. In recent
years, several molecular assays have been applied to
assess genetic diversity among wheat cultivars (Chen
et al., 1994). These molecular methods are different in
principle, application, type, amount of polymorphism
detected and in task and time requirements. Assays
based on the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) are con-
sidered to meet both the technical and genetic require-
ments for the characterization of plant and animal
genetic resources (Powell et al., 1995).

Random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD)
markers can be used to detect DNA polymorphism
without the need for predetermined genetic data. Each
product is derived from a region of the genome that
contains two short segments in inverted orientations,
on opposite strands that are complimentary to the
primer and sufficiently close together for the amplifi-
cation to work (Williams et al., 1990 and Welsh and
McClelland, 1990). 

Microsatellite or simple sequence repeats (SSRs)
are highly mutable loci which may be present at many
sites in a genome (Morgante et al., 1998). As the flank-
ing sequence of these sites may be unique, primers can
be designed to the flanking sequence (Jones et al.,
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1997). SSRs provide highly informative markers
because they are co-dominant (unlike RAPDs) and
generally have high polymorphic information content
(Gupta et al., 1996).

Comparative studies of RAPD and SSR markers in
wide range of crop species, including corn (Smith and
Helentejaris, 1998), soybean (Powell et al., 1996 and
Brown-Guedira et al., 2000), barley (Russell et al.,
1997), sorghum (Agrama and Tuinstra, 2003 and
Uptmoor et al., 2003), rice (Fugang et al., 2003) and
wheat (Jones et al., 1997) have generally revealed
good congruence between the genetics patterns
revealed by the two genetic markers.

Our objective was to investigate and compare the
genetic relationships among wheat (Triticum aestivum
L.) cultivars, or lines, using molecular data obtained
from RAPD and SSR profiles.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plant material and DNA isolation: Nineteen Iranian
bread wheat cultivars (Tajan, Golestan, Sardari,
Ghods, Ghafghaz, Azar 2, Bolani, Alvand, Tabasi,
Roshan, Bezostaya, Falat, Mahdavi, Zarin, Shoaleh,
Navid, Omid, Niknezhad and Iniea  ) and two lines
(Shain and Line 518) were selected for this study. All
of these samples were obtained from Seed and Plant
Improvement Institute, Karaj, Iran. Total genomic
DNA was extracted from fresh leaf material by appro-
priate modifications of the method described by
Dallaporta et al. (1983). The concentrtion of DNA was
determined by spectrophotometry.

Molecular markers assays

RAPD assays: A total of seventeen 10-mer oligonu-
cleotides from UBC (University of British Colombia)
series were selected according to the number and con-
sistency of amplified fragments (Table 1). PCR reac-
tions were carried out in a 25-µl reaction volume con-
taining 1 unit of Taq polymerase, 5 ng of template
DNA, 0.2 µM of primer, 200 µl of each of dATP,
dCTP, dGTP and dTTP, 1X PCR reaction buffer.
Amplifications were performed in a DNA thermo-
cycler (Perkin-Elmer) programmed for 45 consecutive
cycles each consisting of 1 min at 92°C, 1 min at 37°C
and 72°C for 2 min. Following amplification, the
amplification products were subjected to electrophore-
sis in 6% acrylamide gels in TAE buffer running at
200v for 2.5h. The gels were stained using ethidum
bromide and viewed under ultra- violet light.

SSR assay: Thirty five primer.s pairs (from MWG
Biotech, Germany) give the information from where
the primers were obtained or designed, were used to
characterize loci containing microsatellite sequences
among the 21 bread wheat (Table 1). PCR amplifica-
tion was performed in a 25-µl reaction volume con-
taining the following components: 20 ng of template
DNA, 200 µM of each of the four dNTPs, 1X Taq
polymerase buffer, 1 unit Taq polymerase, 2 mM
MgCl2 and 0.25 µM of each of the two primers.
Amplifications were performed in a Perkin-Elmer
thermocycler. The amplification cycles consisted of 26
cycles with denaturation at 94°C for 30 s, annealing at
52°C for 45 s and extension at 72°C for 1 min. The
final extension was done at 72°C for 7 min.
Amplification products were separated on denaturing
6% polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. For fragment
detection, silver staining of the gels was done.

Data scoring and statistical analysis: For subsequent
statistical analysis, polymorphic bands detected by
both molecular marker systems were coded in a bina-
ry by giving character state (1) or (0) for presence or
absence of bands, respectively, in each cultivar. The
generated data matrixes were subjected to statistical
analyses using NTSYS-pc version 2.0 software (Rohlf,
1998). Genetic similarities were calculated for RAPD,
SSR and the combined data using Dice similarity
index as in Nei and Li (1979). Dendrograms showing
genetic relationships of the 21 cultivars and lines were
constructed using the unweighted pair-group method
on arithmetic averages (UPGMA). For each dendro-
gram the cophenetic coefficients between the matrix of
genetic similarities and the matrix of cophenetic val-
ues were computed and the significance of cophenetic
correlation was tested using Mantel matrix correspon-
dence test (Mantel, 1967).

RESULTS

Variation for molecular markers: A summary of
effectiveness of RAPD and SSR markers in detecting
polymorphism of wheat genotypes is given in table 2.
In the RAPD analysis out of 46 decamer primers
screened for amplification of all the genotypes, 17
primers gave reproducible and scorable amplification
products. Hence they were used for the further analy-
sis. A total of 213 bands were obtained (average of 11
bands per primer) among which 188 were polymor-
phic (88%) across the 21 wheat genotypes. The high-
est and the lowest number of polymorphic bands per
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assay unit were 6 and 18, respectively. In the SSR
assay, a total of 199 fragments were obtained from the
35 SSR assay units. The number of polymorphic bands
per assay unit ranged from 2 to 10 with an average of
5.3. An example of RAPDs and SSRs banding pattern
has been shown in figure 1 and figure 2. 

Estimates of genetic similarity: A summary of the
genetic similarity estimates between pairs of geno-
types, calculated for each marker system, is shown in
Table 3. Microsatellite data gave lower average simi-

larity than RAPDs.  Estimates of genetic similarity of
RAPD based on the 111 polymorphic markers between
21 wheat cultivars ranged from 0.40 for Navid/Zarin to
0.83 for Ghods/Sardari with an average of 0.45. The
estimates revealed by the 175 polymorphic SSR bands
showed the lowest average value (0.25) and also the
highest range of genetic similarity (from 0.12 up to
0.76, for Bolani/Nikneghad and Ghods/Alvand respec-
tively) reflecting their hypervariability and their high
resolution power.
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Table 1. List of RAPD and SSR primers used.



Correlation between measures: The correlation coef-
ficients used to compare similarity matrices and
cophenetic matrices were statistically significant for
all three combinations. But these correlation coeffi-
cients were lower for RAPD and SSR comparing (0.19
and 0.40 for comparing of cophenetic and similarity
matrices, respectively) than those obtained with the
other comparings. The cophenetic correlation coeffi-
cient between the dendrogram and the original dis-
tance matrix for RAPDs was significant and relatively
high (0.92) but these were significant and relatively
low for SSRs and RAPDs+SSRs (0.72 and 0.79
respectively). These results indicated that only cophe-
netic correlation coefficient between the dendrogram
and the original distance matrix for RAPDs was a good
representation of the relationships among the geno-
types, as reported by Rolf (1998), earlier where a cor-
relation of 0.82 was considered to be significant.

Cluster analyses: Three dendrograms were construct-
ed to express the results of cluster analyses based on
data obtained by RAPD, SSR, and RAPD+SSR (Fig.3)
ampilifcation products. The dendrograms obtained
with SSR and SSR+RAPD markers were more similar
to each other than to the dendrogram based on RAPD.
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Table 2. Effectiveness of RAPD and SSR markers in detecting
polymorphism of wheat cultivars/lines.

Figure 1. An example of RAPD banding pattern obtained from
primer UBC129 on  twelve genotypes of wheat. M is DNA size
markers.

Figure 2. An example of SSRs banding pattern obtained using primer  pair Xgwm190-5D in 21 genotypes
of wheat. M is DNA size markers.

Table 3. Average, minimal and maximal values of Dice similarity
coefficients using 3 combinations of marker system (RAPDs,
SSRs and RAPDs+ SSRs) among 21 wheat cultivars/lines (210
pairwise comparisons).
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Figure 3. Dendrograms of 21 wheat cultivars/lines obtained using RAPDs, SSRs and RAPDs+SSRs. 

Tajan
Sardari
Ghods
Azar2
Shain
Ghafghaz
Palat
Roshan
Bezostaya
Tabasi
Alavand
Shoaleh
Mahdavi
Golestan
Bolandi
Omid
Niknezhad
Iniea
Line518
Zarin
Navid

Tajan
Golestan
Niknezhad
Iniea
Sardari
Ghods
Alvand
Gahafghaz
Shain
Azar2
Tabasi
Roshan
Bezostaya
Falat
Line518
Mahdavi
Zarin
Shoaleh
Omid
Navid
Bolandi

Tajan
Golestan
Sradari
Ghods
Ghafghaz
Shain
Azar2
Alvand
Tabasi
Roshan
Bezostaya
Falat
Mahdavi
Omid
Shoaleh
Zarin
Bolandi
Line518
Navid
Niknezhad
Iniea

RAPDs

SSRs

RAPDs

+SSRs

0.49                  0.58                 0.66                  0.75                  0.84
Coefficient

0.24                  0.37                  0.50                  0.63                 0.75
Coefficient 

0.65                  0.69                   0.73                  0.77                  0.81
Coefficient 



In other words, there are some common associations of
cultivars between the dendrograms of RAPD and
SSR+RAPD. For instance, cultivars Tajan and
Golestan cluster together in the same subgroup using
both markers, and also cultivars Tabasi, Roshan and
Bezostaya gave similar results. But some differences
were found between the dendrograms of RAPD and
SSR+RAPD, as well as in the SSR dendrogram culti-
var Flat and Line518 grouped together, whereas these
are in different subgroup in the SSR+RAPD dendro-
gram.

DISCUSSION

In this study, two of the polymerase chain reaction
(PCR)-based systems (RAPD and SSR) have been
used and compared for studding the genetic diversity
between 19 cultivars and 2 lines of wheat. Each system
is different in principle, type and amount of polymor-
phism detected. The level of polymorphism was 88%
with RAPDs compared to 100% with SSRs (Table 2).
In previous study in Iranian wheat cultivars 58% poly-
morphism was reported using 8 RAPD primers
(Abdolahie et al., 2003). The highest levels of poly-
morphism for SSRs system compare to other systems
also reported in previous studies (Belaj et al., 2003;
Russel et al., 1997; Bohn et al., 1999; Gomes et al.,
1998; Maguire et al., 2002; Palombi and Damiano,
2002; Rajora and Rahman, 2003; Ferreria, et al.,
2004). This high level of polymorphism, associated
with SSR markers, is to be expected because of the
unique mechanism responsible for generating SSR
allelic diversity by replication slippage. Replication
slippage is thought to occur more frequently than sin-
gle nucleotide mutations and insertion\deletion events,
which generated the polymorphisms detected by
RAPD analysis (Powell et al., 1996). The codominant
nature of SSR markers also permits the detection of a
high number of alleles per locus and contributes to
higher levels of expected heterozygosity being reached
than would be possible with RAPD markers. However,
this result also depends on species under study (Belaj
et al., 2003).

No association was detected between each mark-
er data and pedigree information (data have not
shown) that may be due to inaccuracies in pedigree
information. Several previous comparisons of pedigree
and molecular markers data indicated that correlation
coefficients between data sets generated from these
two diversity estimation methods are highly variable.

The finding of lower, but yet significant, correlation

similarities observed in the present study for SSRs
(Table 4) might be due to their codominant nature. The
type of genetic polymorphism detected by the two
markers and the number of primers used may also
affect the correlations among different markers (Belaj
et al., 2003).

In this study RAPD markers were able to discrim-
inate cultivars Alvand and Ghods, and also SSR were
able to discriminate cultivars Sardari and Ghods (Fig.
3). Although two marker systems discriminated most
genotype very effectively, whereas, SSR markers were
more discriminating than RAPD markers. This high
level of discrimination is also reported by Belaj et al.
(2003) and Rajora and Rahman. (2003).  

The two molecular markers used in this study have
shown an aptitude in the differentiation of the culti-
vars, but for RAPD analysis, the problems of reliabili-
ty and transferability among laboratories should be
considered (Jones et al., 1997). Reliable RAPD data
can be generated following a standard protocol, repli-
cation of amplification reactions and a conservative
criterion of band selection (Belaj et al., 2003). The
RAPD technique is quick (Colombo et al., 1998) cost
effective (Fugang et al., 2003) and the ability to per-
form analysis without the need for prior sequencing of
the genome (Huff et al., 1993). However, problems
with reproducibility in amplification of RAPD mark-
ers and with data scoring have been reported (Jones et
al., 1997). Although major bands from RAPD reac-
tions are highly reproducible, minor bands can pose
difficulty to repeat due to random priming nature of
this PCR reaction and potential confounding effects
associated with co-migration with other markers
(Tessier et al., 1999). But SSR markers are attractive
for DNA fingerprinting studies for several reasons.
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Table 4. Correlationa between matrices.

*** Significant at P < 0.001, ** significant at P < 0.01, * significant at P <
0.05. 
a Below diagonal, original similarity matrix comparison; diagonal (in
bold), goodness of fit of a cluster analysis to the similarity matrix on which
it was based; above diagonal, cophenetic value matrix  comparison (after
UPGMA analysis).



SSR markers are the markers of choice for variability
studies in many of crops as they are transferable, high-
ly polymorphic, simple to interpret and they are multi-
allelic and co-dominant (Rafaleski et al., 1996;
Agrama and Tuinstra, 2003).

The congruence between SSR and RAPD data sets
suggest that either methods, or a combination of both,
applicable to expended the diversity studies in wheat
cultivars/lines. There are different strengths and limi-
tations for two marker systems, and knowledge of
these may be used to guide the choice of techniques.
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